Le and La Aftercare
When your garment arrives:
When your Le and La package arrives, only open it with clean hands. You will notice a
protective film of talc on the garment, this can be cleaned off in a bowl of warm water.
Don’t bother with soaps or detergents. Leave flat to dry and use a towel to absorb excess
water.
When your latex item is cleaned, it will need to be polished. Le and La recommends using
a silicone-based lubricant such as ‘Eros Bodyglide’ or ‘Eros Cult Dressing Aid’. Gently lube
up the garment using a soft cloth until the latex is super shiny.
Because latex clothing is glued together, you might notice a slight smell. Don’t worry, this
will fade over time. Don’t spray scented oils directly onto the latex as this could cause
stains.
Tips for wearing latex clothing:
Latex is designed to be tight, so grab some talc and give the inside of your garment a light
dusting. You can also use a silicone-based lubricant like ‘Eros Bodyglide’ or ‘Eros Cult
Dressing Aid’ to help you slip into your clothes. Apply a thin coating to the inside of the
garment, and lubricate yourself as well. Better still, get someone else to apply it for you!
Take care not to stretch the latex when putting on your clothes. And go careful if you have
fabulous talons, as fingernails can tear the latex. Wearing a pair of soft cotton gloves can
help protect latex from human touch.
How to clean latex:
Wipe your latex garment clean with warm water. Do not use soaps or detergents and don’t
let your latex anywhere near heat. No tumble drying, dry cleaning or ironing, unless you
want a melty mess!

Best ways to store your latex:
Flaunt your hot latex look outside, but when playtime is over, banish your garment to a
dark, cool cupboard for its own protection. Latex does not like bright sunlight or UV light. It
also prefers to be kept away from metal, oil, solvents and grease. Le and La hope you
already realised this, but do not let a naked flame near your latex clothes, as they will burn
up. Avoid damp conditions too, and your latex garment will look fresh and ready to wear at
all times.

